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Abstract. Giant HI shells, with diameters of hundreds of parsecs and expansion velocities of 10-
20 km s−1are characteristic observed features of local gas rich galaxies. Although a predictable
consequence of the impact of OB associations on the ISM doubts have been raised, as OB stars
are not present in the centres of the majority of these shells. Here we combine our observations
of expanding ionized shells in luminous H ii regions with basic dynamical models to give support
to the scenario in which OB associations do produce the HI shells.
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From Fabry-Pérot data cubes in Hα of four late-type spiral galaxies: NGC 1530,
NGC 3359, NGC 5194 and NGC 6951, we extract emission line profiles of the most
luminous H ii regions. Symmetrically placed about the central dominant peak we find
two peaks of low intensity but high velocity in the profiles of all regions with sufficient
S:N. We interpret these as clear evidence for supersonic expanding shells within the re-
gions, and use them to quantify the masses and kinetic energies of these shells (cf. Relaño
& Beckman 2005). Using a basic model in which energy is supplied first by stellar winds
and then by supernovae (Dyson 1981) we extrapolate the properties of these shells in
time, finding results in good overall agreement with the observed properties of the HI
shells, in mass and velocity ranges, after times of a few 107yr. If the formation of the OB
stars occurs on timescales notably shorter than this, these stars will no longer be found at
the centres of the HI shells, in agreement with observations reported by Hatzidimitriou
et al. (2005) in the SMC.
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